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short piece of lead pipe was introduced into the deto· 
natoI', which latter, in order to prevent a complete 
stopping- up thereof. while the shot was being tamped, 
was bent round in Ii curve, and then by the introduc
tion of a wire or pinning iron (Raumnadel) and draw
ing it out after the hole is taruped, a channel was 
formed for taking off the air. If the last named ar
rangement be not possible in the case of v.ery wet 
holes, a second pipe, ill addition to the chemical con
ducting pipe, must be used for taking off t.he air. 

A great improvement has been introduced by the 
inventor in generating chlorine by the action of muri
atic acid on permanganate of potash. As, on throw
ing the permanganate of potash into the muriatic acid 
an active disengagement of chlorine is effected, which 
might fire the shot sooner than expected, the" pill " is 
inclosed in a small piece of lead pipe, both ends of 
which are stopped with carbonate of zinc. The effect 
of this precaution is to prevent the permanganate of 
potash from acting before the zinc carbonate is dis
solved. The space of time that must elapse before firing 
may also be regulated by the thickness of the zinc car
bonate stopping. 

A further and not unimportant advantage of this 
arrangement is that by the action of the muriatic acid 
on the zinc carbonate, carbonic acid is generated, which 
penetrates into the cartridge and expels any firedamp 
tha t may be contained in the air of the shot hole, and 
especially constitutes a suitable atmosphere highly im
pregnated with carbonie acid. With this stopping the 
time of the explosion may be determined within a few 
seconds; and it stands to reason that the mechanical 
preparation of the various parts would permit of still 
more accurate timing. 

It may be stated, in conclusion, that, although the 
cost of this method of firing shots is at present slightly 
in excess of that by the so-called safety fuse, with igni-

fifteen or seventeen tip per minute, from which an out
put of 280 cubic yards per hour may be calculated. The 
buckets, made of steel 0'28 in. and 0'35 in. in thickness, 
are riveted to the links of the chain, and provided with 
steel knife edges 7 in. by 0'6 in. The link pins, 1'6 in. 
in diameter, of steel, run in steel bushes, and are pro· 
vided with wide heads which prevent turning. On 
the upper, not the cutting side, the chain is supported 
by six hard cast steel rollers. The tumblers are also 
cast steel; the upper tumbler is made in two parts. 
the lower rests in adj ustable bearings. 'rhe ladder 

hour; then followed an interval of about l!ix minutes, 
during which another train was brought up, so that 
almost 200 cubic yards could be disposed of in an hour. 
In some soil these figures have been exceeded: in sand 
the excavator could barely travel fast enough for the 
delivery. For heavier ground the average was 160 
:mbic yards per- hour. 

==== 

ELECTRIC CARRIAGE WITH FULMEN 
ACCUMULATORS. 

girder is composed of two U-irons, 1 ft. in height, with MR . .JEANTAUD, whose electric carriage took part 
cross and diagonal bracings of angles and bars. Both in the Paris-Bordeaux race, has sent us some data in 
the lifting chairs and the ladder are fitted with Fpiral 

I 
regard to his vehicle that will 

.
prove of interest, to 

springs, of which the latter has twelve near its upper our readers to know. It will be Reen from the accom
pivot. A frame in which the ladder can slide, made of panying .figures that it is provided with two parallel 
double augles and ties, prevents a lateral rocking of seats, each for two passengers, and a single seat be
the ladder. The frame is pivoted to the main struc- hind, also for two passengers. The front is provided 
ture. The jib consists of U -iron and ties, strengthened with a large circular dash board that supports a lam p 
by beams. containing three electric lights. 

The motor is a pair of high pressure engines with A box beneath the hind seats is arranged for the re-
cylinders 8 in. in diameter and 12 in. stroke, and at ception of the battery.of accumulators. The wheels 
240 revolutions it develops 45 horse power. A hy- are of hickory. The hind ones Nre 1'4 meters in diamE'ter 
draulic friction coupling transmits thE' power from and the front ones 1 meter. The load that they are 
the crank and wheel gear over to the ladder. 'rhe designed to bea I' is diRt.ributed proportionally to the 
pres<ure is obtained directly from the boiler by turn- spokes, that is to Fay, 900 kilogrammes in front and 1,300 
illg a threeway cock. This coupling )'ields, of course, behind, say, in all, 2,200 kilogrammes. 
if the excavator should meet with any great obstacle. The fore carriage, which has two pivots, assures an 
The bucket ladder is r9.ised by a system of wheels easy steering. 'rhe pieces that compose it, in conse
fitted with a conical disk gear, and is lowered by the quence of a new arrangement, all work by traction. 
brake. The driving mechanism of the machine com- Suspension in front is assured by two straight springs 
. prises Gall chains and a conical friction gearing, and, connected in the center and placed transversely under 
further, a differential train of wheels between the the box, which they support on the one hand, and 
near side and- the off side axles, so that the machine which rest, on another hand, upon a cross brace near 
can turn pretty sharp Clll'ves, in spite of its broad the pivots. 
base. All the operating levers are grouped at the This arrangement secures great elasticity of sus
stand of the driver, who can survey the whole plant, peusion, while it at the sallie time lightens the trac� 

THE NORTH SEA CANAL-EXCAVATOR. 

(Constructed by the Lubecker Maschinenbau Gesellschaft, Lubeck.) 

tion by means of steel and tinder, the slightly increased 
cost is more than compensated by the absence of dan
ger from firedamp explosion. 

ladder, wagons, engine, and boiler. A hing'ed shoot tioll. In fact, when one of the wheels meets With an 
directs the soil into the one or the other of the obstacle, it is not obliged to lift the entire portion of 
wagons being loaded; this shoot has to be turned by the vehicle that it supports, since the frame oseillates 
one or two men. around the central point of the attachment of the 

EXCA V ATOR USED ON THE NOR'rH SEA The boiler is horizontal; it is fitted with tubes and springs, the load is transferred to the other wheel, 'and 
CAN AL WORKS. a central grate of 414 square feet area, and works at a the obstacle is thus surmounted without a jerk. 

pressure of 100 lb. There are two water tanks of 350 The frame of the box is wholly of flat welded steel, 
WE give an engraving of one of the types of excava- gallons aggregate capacity, an injector, and a steam that presents itself edgewise under the load to be sup

tors used on the North Sea Canal works, for which pump. The shell of the hut inclosing the engines is ported. 
and the following particulars we are indebted to En- of corrugated iron, and rests on a wooden framing; The axles have journals of 45 mm. in front and of 55 
gineering. this and the iron spiral staircases leading up to the mru, behind. In consequence of an accident at the 

The excavators of the Lubecker Maschinenbau stands of the driver and of the other men can be seen st.art from Paris, on the day of the race, the hind axle, 
Gesellschaft were mostly of the type B of that firm, in on our figure. strained in the straight portion, was constantly heated 
which the structure rests on a broad track of three When the excavator is to work sideways, as in the during the trip to such a degree as to necessitate halts 
rails, and leaves a central opening for the wagons to fine bowldE'r clay shown in our illustration, some parts every hour for cooling and lubricating. Upon the ar
run through. A few only of the excavators threw are modified after the fashion of dcedgers, and the rivaUt was found that the journal and hub of this 
their spoil out behind in Couvreux fashion, the cars' bucket chain runs backward, if we call the normal 1'0- axle were strongly gripped. It was to this accident 
coming up to, but not passing thl'ough the excavator. tation that in which the cutting is done when the that was due the retardation of the electric carriage 
The advantages of the newer arrangement are mani- buckets are approaching the carriage. The buckets in the Paris-Bordeaux race. 
fest. The great weight of the boiler and of the heavy are fixed to shorter links, and are provided with shields The stop work consists of an instantaneous winding 
gear is thrown on the further side, and acts as a connected to the next link forward, as with an almost brake actuated by a circuit-breaking pedal placed un
counterbalance for the bucket ladder, while the lighter horizontal ladder the soil is more apt to drop, because del' the foot of the driver, of a progressive brake ma
gear occupies a'central position. The two rails on the the buckets scoop a hollow in which they may over- neuvered by meaIls of two hand wheels at the sides 
near side impart further stability to the machines, I

.

oad themselves. The buckets, of 7'4 cubic feet, are a 

I 
of the front seat, and of a drag staff for eases of break

which have steadily maintained their equilibrium on little smaller than those del!cribed above, stronger age of the chains upon gradients. These stoppage 
the Baltic Canal as they oid near the Mersey, in spite built, of 0'38 in., 0'31 in., and 0'24 in. iron, and fitted apparatus give an absolute security in the running 
of the much heavier work they had to perform in Hol- with one knife edge and two teeth. . and management of the carriage . •  
stein. Essentially the excavators are of the same con- The excavators scrape a layer of from 6 in. to 8 in. in The mechanical part consists in the first place of a 
struction as those employed on the Manchester Ship thickness down to a depth of 20 ft., and leave a slight- shaft carrying the differential gearing_ and actuating 
Canal. The passage through them is, however, higher, ly curved batter, which requires very little finishing. the wheels by means of two chains. Upon the differ
so that more powerful locomotives and higher wagons Of the 50,000,000 cubic yards excavated in the dry-less ential are placed two wheels provided with teeth that 
can be used. The width of the whole track does not than half the total exca\'ation�the machines of the permit of obtaining slJeeds of from 12 to 24 kilometers 
exceed the customary limit. Of the twelve cast steel Lubeck Company raised 42'4 millions. According to at the normal velo('ity of the motor. 
wheels, four pairs run on the 3 ft. track near the edge, Mr. Sympher, chief of the Holtenau section, the Ln- A Bovet magnetic gearing was to have effected the 
the four others on the third rail. All have steel axles becker excavator gave completr, satisfaction in a soil change of direction, but, siece the construction of this 
and elliptical springs, and the load is well balanced. in which a pickax could be only handled with diffi- apparatus took a longer time than was anticipated, it 
An excavator which is to work at a depth of 20 ft. has culty. A train of thirty wagons, taking about 100 became necessary at the last moment to substitutp an 
twenty-five buckets of 0-3 cubic yard capacity, of which cubic yards altogether, was filled in les8 than half an ordinary gearing for it. 

I. 
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The motor, Which was devised and constructed by 
Mr. Reehniewski, engineer-in-chief of the Societe Postel 
Vinay, gave remarkable results both in the brake tests 
and in the long trip of 600 kilollleters that it furnished 
without breaking down. Thanks to its elasticity, itl; 
rendering exceeded 90 per cent. Strong- and of careful 
and relatively light construction, it is designed to give, 
at its normal velocity, under a tension of 70 volts, 
lIearly 7 horse power, corresponding to an intensity o f  
llbout 7 0  amperes. This, i n  fact, i s  what the propul· 
sion of the carriage necessitates at a speed of 24 kilo
meters on the level. Its weight is 225 kilogrammes. 

The following are the renderings of the motor duro 
ing the reception tests: 

�---Power developed.-�.-------.. 
Couples. Horse powers. 

Industrial 
rendering. 

1 .... .... .... .. 2'4 
2 ....... .... .... 4'6 
3 . . . . .... ........ 6' 5 
4 8 '0 
5 6'3 

6 .... .... 10'4 

0'68 
........ ....... . 0 89 
... ' .. ......... 0'925 

.... .." ........ 0'915 

. ....... ....... 090 

.... ........ .... 0'89 

the domain of practice. It may be said that such 
demonstration has now been made. - Revue Indus
trielle. 

ence. If nebuhe condense in space out of the ether, 
their substance must have been in the ether; where 
else could the ether have obtained it, except where it 
was to be found, in �uns, planets, and other bodies? 

FINISHING FABRICS AND PAPER BY . Everything in the universe is in a continual endless 
, state of transition, transformation from one state of ELECTRICITY. I existence to another-has been, and will always be. If 

FOR finishing certain kinds of fabrics and also for I the et�er contained su?stance as we undel:stand the 
obtaining effects of watering, diapering, etc., there is' word,. It �ould be lu.mrnou�; whereas �t .bt:mgs to our 
used a hydraulic press and heated plates between astolllshed gaze the light of stars undllllllllshed, that 
which the fabric or paper is placed. The heating of left them. I:'erhaps one h!lndred .yea.rs ago. Herschel 
the plates is effected in a furnace. The inconvenience gave posltrve proof that It cOlltams no substance�ap�
of this system is that during the work the plates be- , ble of absor.bmg and r�flectlng light. Tyndall, m Ins 
come cool and t

.

he action obtained is n
.
ot regular. The 

I
I lecture� on. hght, referrmg to the ether, says, page !29: 

idea has occurred to Mr. Emile Claviez, of Chemnitz, ., By thiS trIIl� you h:;tve learned that the word lIght 
to heat the plate:,; by electricitv and to thus establish !liay be .used In two dIfferent senses. It m�y mpan the - . ImpressIon made upon conSCIOusness or It may mean 

the physical agent which makes the impression. It is 
with the agent that we have to occupy ourselves at 
present. That agent is a substance which fills all 
space, and surrounds the atoms and molecules:of bodies. 
To this interstellar and interatomic medium, definite 
mechanical properties are al'cribed, and we deal with 

The elasticity of this motor is such that there may it in our reasonings and calculations as a body possessed 
be required of it without its rendering being sensibly of these properties. In llIechanics we have the com-
diminished or its perfect operation being affected, vig· position and resolution of forces and of motions, ex-
orous thrusts for ascending gradients. Under such , tellding to the composition and resolution of vi bra-
('ircumstances, it easily develops from 14 to 15 horse ; tiolls. We treat the luminiferous ether [ether is not 
power, say more than double that anticipated, with- ; Inminiferons] on mechanical principles, and, from the 
out any heating of the parts or any spark at the , cOluposition, resolution. and interference of its vi bra-
brushes. , tions, we deduce all the phenomena displayed by crys-

'rhe test was many times repeated during a high tals in polarized light." 
speed ascent of some of the steep gradients on the Tyndall, page 31: .. Having unraveled the interwo-
Paris-Bordeaux route. ven constituents of white light, we have next to inquire 

The electric apparatus were, with special view to the ·1: what part the constitution so revealed enables this 
race, so arranged as to be maneuvered by a person agent to play in nature. To it we owe all the phe-
occupying- the second seat, so that the driver, seated nomena of color, and yet IIOt to it alone, for there 
in front., could devote himself exclusively to steering. must be a certain relationship between the ultimate 

Mr. C. Brault occupied himself specially with the' particles of natural bodies and white light to enable 
electric part of the apparatus, which consisted of: them to extract from it the luxury of color. But the 
A rEducer of 7 plots, pe[·mitt.ing of different.groupings; function of natural bodies is here selective, not crea-
of a current reverser giving a backward and forward tive. There is no color generated by any natural body 
running; of an ingenious electric arrangement forregu- whatever. Natural bodies have showered upon them, 
lating the runping, and of a progressive or instanta- in the white of the sun, the sum total of all possible 
neous brake T,ciat operated with great success. colors, and their action is limited to the siftin!! of that 

The battery of accumulators that furnbhes the en- FINISHING PRESS HEATED BY total, the appropriating from it of the colors which 
ergy to the motor consists of 38 elements of the type ELECTRICITY. really belong to them a.nd the rejecting of those which 
C 21 of the Societe I'Accumulateur Fulmen, distri- do not. It will fix this subject in your minds if I say 
buted throug-h tweh'e boxes of three and four com- that it i� the portion of light which they reject, and 
partments. Each element, of a weight of 15 kilo· an electric press. The arrangement devised b�' him is not that which belongs to them, that gives bodies their 
grammE's, presents a capacity of more than 300 am- shown in the accompan:w-ing figure. The current com- colors." 
peres hour at the ordinary rate of discharge in 10 ing from a dynamo reach es a distributor and is thence To analyze by experiment a substance that is not a 
hours. At.a discharge of 70 amperes, corresponding led to eaC'h of the plates of the press. Each of these is substance, invisible, imponderable, subject to none of 
to a rate of nearly 5 amperes per kilogram me of plates, hollow and contains spirally arranged wires making a the physical laws with which we are acquainted, ap
the capacity of the battery is still 210 amperes hour at resistance to the current and effecting the heating. pears an impossibility. 
a minimum, and consequently permits of running As may be seen, this arrangement is very simple. Eugene Turpin, in !Jis work, La Formation des 
three hours at a speed of 24 kilometers on a level and Moreover, the intensity of the heating may be regu- Mandes, page 1, writes: "Avant d'examiner les 
upon a good road. . lated at will, and any desired effect be obtained. This hypotheses plus au mains fondses qui ant ete pro-

'The discharge of 70 amperes was, moreover, fre- is a novelty 'that will certainly interest many of our duites sur l'origine des man des, j'appellerai l'atten-
quently exceeded and often doubled. The accumula- manufacturers.-La Nature. tion sur ce que l'on peut appeler une merveille, 
tors at times were even submitted to efforts of 200 am- peut-etre la plus grande merveille de la creation, parce 
peres of an appreciable duration, without the result· ----�� que'elle est invisible, insondable, inexplicable, incom-
ing lowering of the voltage preserving any character THE ETHER. mensurable. Cette merveille, eet infini, plus grand que 
of permanence whatever. So. although such spurts taus les mondes, plus incomprehensible encore que la 
corre�ponded to momentary discha.rges of more than THE ether, filling all space, is invisihle, immaterial, formation de taus les solE'il;., c'est l'espace luimeme." 
10 amperes per kilograrume of plates, the capacities imponderable, containing the elements of every known In the number of thE' SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of July 
anticipated at the time of the establishment of the substance in the universe, organic and inorganic, in a 13 is a relation of a trial made to ascertain the man
relay stations along the route were experimentally like state of invisibility, immaterial , imponderable as ner of the passage of ether through bodies, from which 
verified. itself in a condition of violent vibration pervading it would appear that. ether passes through all bodies, 

It must be remembered, finally, that despite such and entering through and through every substance in : so that the amount of resistance it is subject to is unap
great discharges, despite the repeated trips of certain the universe,comlllunicatingto them the vibrations that' preciable, and cannot be defined; that the ether, enter· 
batteries that were returned to Paris to be recharged reveal themselves to our consciousness as light, heat, j ing every botly, comm unicates its vibrations to them, 
and were shipped back again to Bordeaux, despite the electricity, motion, life. The ether, in passing through I we have two proofs: in photography and in the scin
hasty transshipments often operated by unskillful sQlutions of salts,. imparts to them vibrations, giving' tillation of diamonds, observed under a microscope by 
hands, and despite joltings on the way, n o  trace of polarity to their atoms and molecules, and arranging I an American, and published in the SCIENTIFIC Ar.IERI
alteration was detected in the Fulmen plates. There each in its respective form of crystallization. In its CAN, as follows: 
was no fall of active material, no projection of acid passage through organic substances it leaves in their I "Every body 1S composed of a multitude of extremely, 
and no defective connections, alJd what is especially substance the germs of life, giving each atom and but not infinitely. small molecules," and it might be 
worthy of remark was the intagral preservation of molecule their distinct vibrations for increasing, devel- I thought, says Sir R. Ball, according to a contributor 
the stored up energy. Every battery. of a total weight oping, and assimilating the suhstances necessary for in the Newcastle (England) Chronicle, that" in a 
of 8 50 kilogramllles, permitted of Illaking a trip of . their development-life, out of itself, and out of their \ solid, at all events, the little particles must be clustered 
from 40 to 70 kilometers, according to the profile of ,surroundings. together in a cOlllpad mass. But the truth is far 
the route. The change of the boxes at the stations The ether, on entering substance, gives rise to at- more wonderful. Were the sensibility of our eyes 
Ilecessitated a stoppage of ten miuutes, the connections traction and repulsion-attraction of molecules in increased so as to make them a few million times 

THE JEANTAUD ELECTRIC CARRIAGE, WITH FULMEN ACCUMULATORS. 

1II0re powerful, it would be seen that the diamond 
atoms which form the perfect gem, when aggregated 
in sufficient myriads, are each in a condition of rapid 
movement of the most complex description. Each 
would be seen swinging to and fro with the utmost 
violence among the neigh boring molecules, and quiv
ering from the shocks it receives from the vehement 
encounters with other molecules, which occur millions 
of times in each second. The hardness and impenetra
bility so characteristic would, at first sight, seem to re
fute the supposition that it is no more than a cluster 
of rapidly moving particles; but the well known im
penetrability of the gem arises from the fact that, 
when attempt is made to press a steel point into the 
stone, it fails because the rapidly moving molecules of 
the stone batter the metal with such extraordinary 
vehemence that they refuse to allow it to penetrate or 
even to mark the crystallized surface. When glass is 
cut with a diamond, the edge, which seems so hard, is 
really composed of rapidly moving atoms. The glass 
which is moving cuts also merely a mass of moving 

, molecules, and what seems to happell is that, a.s the 
diamond is pressed forward, its several particles, by 

. their superior vigor, drive the little particles of glass 
out of the way." 

The frequent reference to light given out by dia
monds in the "Arabian Nights " must ha.ve its origin i n  
fact. being effected automatically by means of springs small bodies, attraction of gravitation in large bodie�, In photography, the vibrations proceeding from obagainst which the boxes, filled with metallic plates, by communicating to them its vibrations; every su b· jects are concentratE'd by lenses, thrown on, and reabutted. stance forming itself out of the ether thus obtains flected, on a film Hensitive to light, all which they im-It was not until the month of March, three months' facl1:lties that were not active in itself. The ether, per- . press the vibrations given by the ohjects where they previous to the race, that the constrnction of the car- vadlllg everr substance in the universe, with its enol" . came from, their activity being revealed when covered riage, motor and accumulators was begun. This mOllS rapidIty of transit, 186,000 miles in a second, with an agent to which they communicate the vibrashort interval permitted of but one trial of'the vehicle leaves solIle part of its substance that becomes UJate- tions, which by chemical affinity and harmony of vibefore taking it to the Champ de Mars on the sixth of rial in that substance; likewise converts other narts to bratiolls render the before invisible image visible in June, and aside from the continuous heating of the its own invi�ible, imIlJaterial, imponderable state of all its most minute details. hind axle, none of the parts of the carriage nor' the existence and carries them into its mysterious labora- In referring to atoms and IlJolecule�, I believe that mec,hanical par.t of the mot�)r neces�itated any repair tory; which is proved by the characteristic smell every they have no positive size, that all combinations only durmg the trIp of 600 kIlometers that the vehicle object gives out in its surroundings, so that a blind occur by harmony of vibrations, for however we magmade. IlIan can distinguish the different metals, as iron, cop- nify natural objects, their symmetry and forms of In constructing this carriage and entering it in the per, zinc, silver, gold-the one from the other by the beauty increase in like proportions. I belive that Paris - Bordeaux race, it was Messrs. J eantaud & smell each has. Here we have one very slight exam- chemical affinity is caused by rhythmical vibrations. Brault's object especially to prove by an absolute dem- pIe how material substance can be so diluted as The question, if space existed bE'fore substauee or onstrativn that electric propulsion was ready to enter to defy the analytical chemist to certify its exist· the reverse, is futile, as neither ever was created, but 
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